Food, Health, & Safety Committee

Minutes of April 24, 2018

Present: Todd Badham, Terry Halvorson, Deborah Hope, Donn Marshall, Qiara Millen, and Elena Staver

The meeting was called to order by FHS Chairperson Elena Staver, and the following reports were given:

Terry Halvorson/Dining Services
- Terry reported that DCS’ new Executive Chef Michael Snoke will start on April 30.
- An email will go out to let people know the hours of operation through the end of the semester.
- Text & Tell: Compliments were received for the Buddha bowls, complaints regarding the cheesecake, and requests were for adding spinach to the omelet bar as well as to add vegan mayo. Questions were raised regarding the charges for new policy of $.10/paper serving product. Terry responded that there is no charge when no plates or bowls are available.
- Discussion followed regarding how the OJ machine, which was mostly water, was easily fixed, and that alternative milk products were being researched. A question was asked regarding when the names of the food stations would be changed, and Terry reported that this is being looked into.

Todd Badham/Security:
- Todd reported that there were 2 thefts, one from the café, and one bicycle.
- Inappropriate lyrics were discovered on a white board in the Science Center but were cleaned.
- There was one alcohol violation at a fraternity event, and the student was sent to the hospital.
- UPS is hosting a bike swap on April 28 in the Thompson Parking Lot.
- Todd reminded everyone that there should be no vehicles left on campus this summer, as they need to be able to have cars moved to complete parking lot maintenance.
- A student reported an incident of groping on 18th and Lawrence that occurred at night, but did not get a good description.
- No information has been released regarding the recent death of one of our students, out of respect for their family. There was discussion of events of student’s death and how the protocol was followed, along with how students and staff have been supported.
- This Friday Security will meet with a search firm regarding the Assistant Security Director.

Donn Marshall/CHWS:
- The search has been postponed for a new CHWS Director, and the new dean will have a part in the new search. They will be utilizing a search firm in the fall.
- CHWS and ASUPS are working to pursue a new liaison position. Collin is setting up a time for a discussion.
• There were 75 SHR at this date. Last year there were 66. Donn thinks the last few are a part of the recent student’s death.
• The counseling wait is 4 days.
• Donn reminded folks about medication needs for the summer, and that there are no medical services over summer.

The meeting was adjourned by Chairperson Elena Staver.

The next Food, Health, and Safety Meeting will be in the fall.

Respectfully submitted by
Deborah Hope, Office Manager
ASUPS
5.15.2018